Blockchain Solutions
Strategic Advisory

A Smarter Path to Blockchain and Digital Identity
Blockchain technology has the potential to transform the efficiency and security of your products and services.
Using a shared digital ledger to store information and giving power to individuals to manage their own digital
credentials, blockchain eliminates cumbersome manual processes while creating tamper-proof and immutable
records that are securely replicated and stored using cryptography. Blockchain streamlines transactions with other
businesses (B2B) and with customers. With a distributed, single source of information, businesses can eliminate
reliance on intermediaries and regulators, along with their associated costs and delays. A trusted blockchain
network allows businesses to extend operations and take advantage of automation efficiencies for the enterprise
and its customers. Blockchain can also provide data collection and analytics that help businesses understand the
market, stay ahead and grow more effectively.

The Role of Blockchain Strategic Advisory
But before businesses can take advantage of the cost-cutting, trust-building, and cybersecurity benefits that
blockchain provides, a number of strategic issues and decisions must be addressed. The newness of the technology
creates challenges when designing, implementing, testing, and maintaining blockchain solutions for business.
Executives and key stakeholders need to understand not only the technology, but the business potential, associated
risks, and competitive benchmarks at the outset of a blockchain project. The right strategic blockchain expertise can
help build stakeholder support and navigate objections during the idea and planning phases. Strategic blockchain
advisory also helps with the selection of an appropriate launch point for your blockchain journey, one that has
demonstrable value, relatively low risk, and that will ensure a successful outcome to drive forward momentum.

Your Partner for Strategic Blockchain Services
inQ’s strategic blockchain advisory services are tailored to create success in a specific industry, organization,
business operation, or even a particular challenge within your blockchain initiative. At every stage of your
journey, inQ brings a holistic approach while strategically guiding your project with the level of detail required to
address technical, regulatory, market, and community/customer concerns.
To address the needs of businesses at various stages in their blockchain journey, inQ offers a range of advisory
services. Our experts provide strategic assessment, planning, and architecture assistance to remove the
guesswork and instill success in your blockchain initiatives.

Strategic Advisory
Offering

Description

Key Deliverables

Market/Competitive
Assessment

Evaluates potential for blockchain
disruption within a particular market.

• Analysis of market trends, competition,
risks, and opportunities
• Unvarnished opinion on opportunities and
threats

Business Roadmap

With your growth targets in mind,
outline business trajectory, critical
transformation milestones and
enterprise-wide impacts

• Business and solution roadmap
• Communication with key stakeholders
• Customer/constituent impact analysis

Business/Project Plan

Detailed summary of project goals
with the necessary cost and time
detail required for board approval

• Operational and financial impact analysis
and modeling
• Project plan with resource requirements

Solution Architecture

Defines the solution architecture,
technical architectures and end-state
environment of the proposed
blockchain solution

• Blockchain technical architecture and
design
• Legacy migration and integration plan
• User-focused solution description

Why inQ
Engaging with a blockchain strategic advisor provides expert knowledge and experience to evaluate this
transformative technology and its potential to provide value to your business or organization. Because new
technologies can introduce new risks, they are often viewed with skepticism. Overcoming internal resistance and
building stakeholder trust and confidence is critical for a successful blockchain initiative. Our inQ strategic
advisors analyze current operations, assess regulatory requirements and market risks, and provide proof-ofconcept models to create an accurate picture of the benefits and risks of adoption. Our blockchain advisory
services build executive support for investment and deliver faster progress toward the best solution for customer
and stakeholders. Start your blockchain journey today with inQ strategic services.

About inQ
inQ provides a self-sovereign identity applications, blockchain
analytics and strategic advisory services to enterprises and
government. Our focus on mission critical customer and citizen
applications ensure that your blockchain solutions deliver
successful user experiences while meeting the highest regulatory
compliance requirements for security, privacy, and reliability.
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